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Innova Art at Focus on Imaging 2011:  
Astounding adventures in image-making 
  
Innova Art, award-winning manufacturer of some of the world’s most innovative digital 
media and imaging products, will offer truly astounding adventures in image-making on 
their stand C4 at this years Focus on Imaging, NEC Birmingham.  
 
Highlights on the Innova Art stand include:  
 
 

The remarkable Jetmaster Display System – a unique, low-cost kit that transforms a 
great shot into a stunning, lightweight gallery wrap in minutes. Four new sizes have 
been added to the range and these will be launched at the show. Demonstrations will 
be running on the stand throughout the fair and visitors will be encouraged to try it for 
themselves. 
“An innovative method of reliably and economically producing 'Gallery wrap' canvas 
prints. These prints actually look rather good. I have one of my own images 
conventionally box framed, on the wall in the kitchen - I put a JetMaster next to it and 
you can't tell the difference. Very easy to assemble, with no adhesives or extra 
mounting accessories needed.” Keith Cooper – www.northlight-images.co.uk 

 
 

Flagship of Innova’s Inkjet Canvas range, IFA-36 Photo Canvas Ultra Gloss, 
hailed as “the king of the gloss canvases by Professional Imagemaker magazine. 
“Nothing we have tested to date gets even close.” 
Latest additions to the range include 3 high white matte variants: 
IFA-32, a 280gsm matte canvas designed for the Décor market. Also the IFA-37, a 
380gsm matte polycotton canvas and IFA-38 a 430gsm heavy textured, 100% cotton 
canvas both aimed at the Fine Art reproduction market. 

 
There will also be live demonstrations of the new “intelligent print system” software 
package: a production tool to suit every size of studio – easy to use, saving time and 
money. The Innova Art branded “intelligent print system” is suitable for Mac and PC 
users. This is a cost effective solution with sophisticated facilities eg nesting, within 
the software. It enables the user to access pre-installed Innova ICC profiles and 
profiles of major printer manufacturers such as Canon, Epson and HP. Also installed 
are the JetMaster Display templates with comprehensive image optimising tools. 
Anyone who attends one of the IPS demonstrations will receive an IPS DVD which 
features a fully operational 15 day free trial of the software. Information on the timing 
of the demonstrations will be available on the Innova stand and their website as well 
as the Focus on Imaging website and the information desks at the show. 
 
Innova will be launching its new range of inkjet printable Greeting Cards at the 
show in a variety of sizes. The Greeting Cards are based upon Innova’s acclaimed 



IFA-25 double sided art paper and the kits will include colour matched envelopes 
with printing templates available on the Innova website. 
 
 
All of the Innova products, including many show offers and promotions, will be 
available to purchase or order on the Innova stand on the trade counter provided by 
FinrArtFoto, a major distributor of the Innova products. 

 
ENDS 

 
Innova Art Ltd is showing on stand C4, at the NEC, Birmingham from the 6th to 9th 
March 2011. 
 
For more details on Innova Art’s full range of digital media and other products, contact 
Laura Townsend, Marketing Manager, on +44 (0)1992 571 775; email 
laurat@innovaart.com 
 
For more details on this press release contact Sarah Punt, Public Relations, on  
+44 (0)1992 571 775; email  sarahp@innovaart.com 
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